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Twinkle Twinkle Designer Series Paper Bag 

Blog Post: http://hullahbaloo.com/2018/09/02/twinkle-twinkle-bag/ 

Measurements: 

• 1x Designer Series Paper (DSP) - 12" x 12" 

• 2x Very Vanilla scraps - 2 1/4" x 2 1/4"  

• 1x Bermuda Bay scrap - 2" x 2" 

• 1x Very Vanilla scrap - 2 1/2" x 1" 

• 1x length of Bermuda Bay ribbon 

 

Instructions: 

1. On the scoreboard, lay your sheet of 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper and score at 4" and 8". 

2. Rotate the paper 90 degrees and score again at 4" and 8".  

3. You should now have score lines that resemble a noughts and crosses grid. 

4. Fold along all the score lines and burnish with a bone folder. 

5. Lay the DSP flat, you will see two vertical lines and two horizontal ones. Cut up the right hand vertical 

score line, until you reach the first horizontal score line. This will create a square flat in the bottom right 

hand corner. 

6. Rotate the paper 90 degrees and repeat this action on the three remaining sides. 

7. Once completed, you shall have 4 square flaps - one in each corner of the sheet. 

8. At this point, some crafters find it easier to notch each of the square flaps, but that is entirely your choice. 

9. Fold each of the flaps over so you can see the reverse side – this is the side where adhesive is to be 

applied. I would suggest a strong glue such as a Tombow or Tear & Tape. 

10. Adhere each flap and bring the box together to form a cube shape. The cube will have one side which is 

opened out and this shall be the top of the bag. 

11. At the top of the bag, pinch the front and the back sides of the bag together using the corners, ensuring the 

sides are pushed in as the front and back meet together. This will have formed a curve to the bag and is 

now ready for the ribbon. 

12. Punch two holes – one on either side of the top – to thread the ribbon through and then tie into a bow. 

13. Using the Little Elephant Stamp Set, stamp the biggest elephant on one of the Very Vanilla scraps. On a 

separate piece, stamp the sentiment ‘Congratulations’ and the balloons. 

14. To embellish onto the bag. Punch out a 2” Very Vanilla Circle & a Bermuda Bay Starburst. Layer these 

onto one another. 

15. Punch around the elephant using the 1 ¾” circle punch and adhere to the Bermuda Bay Starburst. Add 

some dimensional and stick to the bag. Then fussy cut around the balloons to add. 

16. Finally, trim around the sentiment and punch each end to resemble a banner using the Triple Banner 

punch. Adhere and add to your embellishment.  Voila! 
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